
C h a p t e r  1

 
PeoPle
The human face and figure are never‑ending sources of inspiration 
for artists. The portrait, for example, gives us a likeness of a 
person. However, it can be used also as a means of suggesting 
a personality or one’s character and social position. Artists have 
often used the form of a self‑portrait as a convenient means 
to experiment with technique or record their life journey. With 
progress in technology, our expectations and the purpose of 
representing a face or figure have undergone change, first with 
the camera and now with the new and easy digital methods of 
recording, manipulating and sharing a likeness of a person.
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U NI t  1

P oRTR A IT s
A portrait is a representation of the individual likeness of a person. It 
generally concentrates on the head and shoulders of a person. Traditionally a 
portrait has been a drawing or painting. It is called a portrait bust if it is three 
dimensional (a sculpture). This definition changed in the twentieth century 
to include a photograph.

GettING StarteD
1 Name three ways or places you could find a portrait (or photograph) 

of a friend.

2 An artist makes choices when creating a portrait. How can an artist 
suggest the age, personality or feelings of the person (the sitter)?

3 An artist makes decisions about what and how much background to 
include, often even choosing the clothing to be worn by the sitter. Other 
props or objects may also be included, such as something in the person’s 
hand or nearby on a table, or a pet, to help communicate information 
about the sitter. Give two examples of such props (e.g. placing the person 
in a uniform may suggest the person’s profession).

4 Try this for homework. Find a portrait painting that you like. Based on 
your imagination and looking at the way the sitter is represented (shown) 
by the artist, write a short story (half to one page) about the life and 
personality/character of the sitter. This can take the form of a description 
or a story with a beginning, middle and end. 

Don’t forget to include the art work, its title and the name of the artist.

Use the Portraits weblinks in your eBookPLUS to help you find portraits.

Ben QUIlTY (b. 1973, Australian)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

archibald prize an annual prize exhibited at the Art Gallery 
of NSW. It was set up by a bequest in the will of Jules 
Francois Archibald in 1919. The bequest stipulated that 
first prize was to be awarded to an Australian artist for 
the best portrait of a man or woman distinguished in 
art, letters, science or politics.

arChIBaLD prIze

Visit the Art Gallery of NSW’s 
Archibald Prize website.

Ben Quilty has been a finalist for the archibald prize five times. In 2011, Ben 
Quilty painted fellow artist Margaret Olley, observing her first in her studio. 
This work is on a large scale. The thickly applied paint seems almost an 
abstract work up close, yet from a distance, the reality of Olley’s features, age 
and character easily become apparent. Olley is the only person to be painted 
twice by winners of the Archibald Prize; William Dobell first painted her in 
1948. In Quilty’s portrait, he has managed to suggest the dignity of Margaret 
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Olley’s advanced age while capturing the youthfulness or twinkle in her eye 
through his quick dabs of paint. The artist has painted a true likeness of her 
yet he has not dwelt on the details of old age such as wrinkles. Most of the 
face has been left unpainted and Quilty has added the main features with 
thick slabs of paint. Perhaps he was able to capture her true personality and 
create a recognisable image because of his affection for her. This portrait was 
painted not long before Margaret Olley died. Olley had been a friend and 
mentor to Quilty since she awarded him the Brett Whiteley Travelling Art 
Scholarship in 2002.

reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Conduct an internet search for the portrait of Margaret Olley painted in 

1948 by friend William Dobell. Write a comparison between his painting 
and the one painted by Ben Quilty.

 You may like to use a Venn diagram (see Introduction, pages 27–8) 
to organise your thoughts or use a comparison chart. Consider pose, 
gesture, gaze, age, focus, viewpoint, dress, background, painting 
technique and mood. Has age changed her personality or the way she is 
viewed and represented? 

2 Search online for Margaret Olley’s self-portrait, Portrait in the Mirror. 
Which Archibald Prize portrait (Dobell’s or Quilty’s) does it most resemble?

Margaret Olley 2011
oil on linen
170 × 150 cm
© Ben Quilty
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Tim sToRRIeR (b. 1949, Australian)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

mocking teasing or making fun of

tIm StorrIer

Visit the artist’s website.

In The histrionic wayfarer (after Bosch), Storrier has painted an almost comical 
self-portrait of himself as an artist with all his ‘tools’ on his back. He has 
represented himself as an adventurer exploring the barren landscape (which 
is usually present in his paintings). He has created a novel twist to what 
we expect to see in a portrait, as he has painted no face, merely glasses, 
to demonstrate how an artist ‘sees more intently’. It is slightly mocking and 
perhaps the empty suit of clothes is a regret that his youth has gone.

Tim Storrier
The histrionic wayfarer  

(after Bosch) 2012
self-portrait with Smudge

acrylic on canvas
183 × 122 cm

Courtesy of the artist
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reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Describe the mood and painting technique in Tim Storrier’s self-portrait, 

The histrionic wayfarer (after Bosch). 

2 Use the Tim Storrier weblink in your eBookPLUS to find other paintings 
by Storrier. Can you see how this portrait links to his role as an artist? Do 
you think Storrier’s self-portrait is an accurate one?

Albrecht DÜReR (1471–1528, German)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

pious having a dutiful reverence for God
realism a likeness to the original, how 

something is normally seen

the metropoLItaN mUSeUm oF art

View a slideshow of Dürer’s work.

Self‑portrait 1500
oil on panel
67 × 49 cm
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This is a highly realistic, detailed, life-sized self-portrait. Dürer has painted 
himself staring straight ahead at the viewer with a solemn, pious expression on 
his face. We get a clue as to how the artist regarded his role by his prominent 
signature on the left at his eye level and the inscription that reads, ‘I, Albrecht 
Dürer of Nuremburg, painted myself in colours appropriate to me in the 
28th year of my age.’ We can interpret this self-portrait on various levels: 
as Dürer the individual, Dürer the artist and Dürer as being near to God. 
Dürer here has painted himself in an idealised image of Christ, yet he has 
also shown his own importance by the ‘best clothes’ he is wearing and the 
attention which he obviously gave to his neatly-arranged hair and trimmed 
beard. The dark background emphasises our focus on him. We see Dürer’s 
exquisite control of paint and his ability to represent different textures: the 
fur, the pores and wrinkles in the face, the reflections and moistness of the 
eyes. He has thus painted himself in the likeness of God, showing his own 
importance as an artist and as a Christian citizen of Nuremburg.

hIStorICaL StUDY
Albrecht Dürer was a Northern Renaissance artist. He came from Nuremberg, 
which is halfway between the Netherlands and Italy. This meant he was able 
to travel easily between the two areas and be inspired by each country’s art. 
Renaissance artists in Italy developed realism with tone creating a sense of 
solidity. People were depicted as individuals in a realistic landscape with an 
impression of distance or depth. In the Netherlands, painters concentrated 
on minute detail and the different textures of surfaces in still-life paintings.

During the fifteenth century, the medieval depiction of the figure as merely 
a symbol of religion, painted in a flat, unrealistic style, gave way to the ideals 
of Humanism where man believed he was important as an individual and in 
control of his fate, yet still a strong believer in Christianity. Christ was usually 
shown front-on with long flowing dark hair and a beard. 

reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Write your own response to this painting, concentrating on mood, 

technique and composition.

2 Interpret Dürer’s use of tone and texture. How has he achieved a balance 
between the two?

3 It has been said that Dürer’s gaze is very powerful. What do you feel and 
what do you think of when you look at his eyes?

4 Explain this art work from the viewpoint of Dürer himself. How has he 
reflected his values and his personal emotions or ideas?

5 As a class, discuss how Dürer’s work represents a combination of the 
Italian Renaissance tradition (look at Raphael, pages 54–5, and Leonardo 
da Vinci) and the Northern Renaissance (van Eyck).

6 Consider the images of yourself that you post on social networking sites. 
What are you trying to convey about your life through your selection? In 
what ways does this differ from Dürer’s intention with his self-portrait? 
Explain the differences and similarities between Dürer’s self-portrait 
and how today’s public representation of self has changed as a result of 
developments in technology.

7 Conduct an internet image search — type in ‘albrecht durer self-portrait 
paintings’ — to find other self-portraits by Dürer. How are his oil painting 
portraits different from his sketches? Overall what do you learn about 
Dürer’s personality and position or role as an artist in his society?
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exteNSIoN
•	 In a written essay, discuss the changing role of portraiture and the different 

media or techniques used by three artists. Consider purpose, social context, 
available materials and techniques used, as well as the effect on the audience. 
Choose one artist from the fifteenth or sixteenth century, one modernist 
artist (twentieth century) and one contemporary artist.

•	 Why is being accepted and represented as an individual so important 
to humanity?

•	 Why would a fifteenth- or sixteenth-century portrait, such as Mona Lisa by 
Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael’s Portrait of Pope Julius II or Dürer’s Self‑portrait, 
have a different meaning to a person living then than to a viewer today?

MAKING TAsK 1  
— photography/drawing
Take a front-on photograph of someone you know 
(with their permission), photocopy it, then cut it 
vertically in half. Complete the other half with the 
emphasis on proportions and shading techniques. 
Use the grid method outlined below to help you 
create a likeness.

proCeSS
Step 1 Measure the width and height of your 

photocopy of half a face. Extend the same width 
and height so that you will be working within the 
same size rectangle. 

Step 2 Measure across the top of the photocopy. 
Find the halfway point and measure the same 
distance on your blank rectangle. Do the same 
for the side. Connect these points in a light HB 
pencil with a ruler. 

Step 3 Look at the middle of the pupil of the eye. 
Draw a line across so that the middle of your 
drawn eye will be the same. Similarly look at the 
middle of the mouth and extend the line across.

This may be all the guidance you need but if you 
are not feeling confident continue to measure 
other points of the face such as eyebrows and 
the end of the nose.

Step 4 Now begin your drawing lightly in a soft 2B pencil. Try to put 
more pressure on your pencil where you want the line to be darker. 
Different types of lead pencils produce different effects. A HB is 
light and scratchy, a 2B softer, a 4B darker still while a 6B creates an 
intense dark grey to black tone.

Step 5 Add shading to match the shading on your photocopy, starting 
with lightest areas and gradually adding more on the darker areas. 
Look at the drawing sheet in the Introduction section, page 5, on 
different methods of adding shading.
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The following sketches of front-on and side-on views of features of the 
face may be of help when drawing any portraits.

You could also look at the drawings of Vernon Ah Kee on page 262.

exteNSIoN
For homework, draw your self-portrait — your face looking in a mirror.

MAKING TAsK 2  
— drawing with 
ink wash
Create an expressive self-portrait using 
brush and ink or watercolours to show 
mood or personality. Look at the work 
of Cherry Hood (page 38) for inspiration. 
You could also research the drawings of 
Joy Hester, an Australian artist.

When planning your art work, consider 
the following:

•	 What mood would you like to express 
in your portrait? What two words 
best describe this mood?

•	 When do you normally feel like this 
or is it an exception to your normal 
mood? What could trigger this mood?

•	 Where would you be, what would 
you be holding or be near?

Student art work: self‑portrait, ink wash 
drawing by Nuala Rheinberger, Year 7
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•	 Practise drawing your face in this mood — do you need to emphasise 
your eyes (are they wide open, staring, startled, half closed, heavy?) 
Consider the position of your mouth — open, upturned?

•	 Would your face be front-on or in profile? Are you looking at 
something or hiding? 

•	 Would it be more dramatic or mysterious to include only half of your 
face? Is the position of your head on an angle, tilted up or down?

When you have considered these and made your decisions, and 
perhaps done some trial drawings, begin trying different effects with 
ink, for example, using a pointed wet brush, or a dry scratchy brush. 
Gradually add water to your ink to try different tones.

Now you are ready to begin.

Use the Joy Hester weblink in your eBookPLUS to view some of 
Joy Hester’s works. When you have finished your art work, use the 
Making task 2 document in your eBookPLUS to fill in a self-reflection 
form to evaluate and document your learning experience.

exteNSIoN
Paint a realistic likeness of a face using watercolours.

Student art work: 
watercolour portrait by 
Matilda Measday, Year 9
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Cherry HooD (b. 1960, Australian)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

realism a likeness to the original, how 
something is normally seen

CherrY hooD

View Cherry Hood’s 2008 exhibition, 
flower power.

Cherry Hood won the Archibald prize in 2002 for her portrait Simon Tedeschi 
Unplugged. In this portrait, Serenity, the viewer is transfixed by the meticulously 
rendered eyes, as we try to read the expression in them. We marvel not only 
at Hood’s skill in depicting the almost photographic realism, the eyes’ tex tures 
and reflections, but also at her ability to suggest emotion. Hood sets up a sense 
of tension and anxiety, the penetrating stare locking in the viewer. There is 
beauty but also unbearable sadness. The work was created by pouring water-

Serenity 2004
lithograph printed with archival inks 

on Velin BFK Rives paper
edition of 60

59 × 88.5 cm
Image courtesy of the artist and 

ARC ONE Gallery, Melbourne
© Cherry Alexandra Hood / 
Licensed by Viscopy, 2013
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colour from small buckets onto a huge sheet of heavy French paper. Hood then 
‘attack ed’ the paper with large brushes and her hands, finally using extremely 
fine brushes to delicately paint the eyes and mouth in photo-realistic detail. 
Although she works originally from photographs, the faces are manipulated 
and changed to emphasise certain features to suit her intended mood and 
meaning. Hood bends the rules of portraiture through the effect of dribbles or 
what appear to be areas that are unfinished. She also breaks traditional ‘rules’ 
of watercolour technique by working on a huge scale.

artISt’S praCtICe
Cherry Hood insists when taking her reference photographs that the child does 
not smile, as that establishes a meaning. By eliminating the normal response 
when looking into a camera to be photographed, she is able to capture a wider 
range of facial expressions as thoughts and moods are revealed. She always 
meets the parents of her subjects and asks their permission before starting 
a photographing session. From each series of 50 or so photo graphs, only a 
couple will inspire a painting. Each painting is not intended as a direct like-
ness or portrait. The works are more complex than that and perhaps could 
best be described as composite portraits. In her 2008 series, inspired by her 
move to the Southern Tablelands of NSW, she began adding backgrounds such 
as butterflies, flowers or plant forms as we see in Valerian. Instead of the face 
dripping and disappearing into the void of a canvas, it melts into the mystery 
of the background.

reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 How would you describe the mood of Serenity?

2 Assess how Hood’s painting technique adds to this mood.

3 Describe the way she has painted the lips.

4 How is her work contemporary; for instance, what traditional rules for 
portraiture and watercolour painting does she break?

5 Describe the position of her portrait heads within the spatial dimensions 
of her paper or canvas.

MAKING TAsK 3 —  
painting/collage
Adapt two views of a face, using collage to add pattern. Try to 
incorporate the style of two of the following three artists: Picasso 
(see page 41), Klimt (see page 42) or Jasper Knight (see page 137). You 
might like to consider your respective ‘images’, when at school and at 
the weekend.

For other inspiration for your art work, use the Jasper Knight weblink 
in your eBookPLUS to look up Jasper Knight.

proCeSS
Step 1 Take three photographs of the face of someone from different 

positions: front-on, side-on, three-quarter view, slightly from below or 
with head tilted.

 Step 2 Draw the outline of at least two of your photographs lightly in 
pencil onto art paper.
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Step 3 Go over the lines you have drawn in black ink, deciding if you 
want to include all overlapping lines or if you need to leave out some 
so it is not too complicated.

Step 4 Begin painting the shapes you have created between the lines. 
This is when you take on the real role of being an artist: making 
decisions and playing with colour rather than just using it realistically. 
Remember to balance your colour areas — if you use a big blue area 
on the left of your art work, use one or more smaller areas on the 
other side.

 Step 5 Add pattern and texture as you work with your paintbrush 
and also add some pieces of patterned paper and text (letters) from 
magazines.

When you have finished your art work, use the Making task 3 
document in your eBookPLUS to fill in a self-reflection form to evaluate 
and document your learning experience.

Student art work:  
collage self-portrait by 

Madie Urquhart, Year 7
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Pablo PICAsso (1881–1973, spanish)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

Cubism a movement which used the arrangements of lines and 
geometric shapes to show solidity and volume of objects on a 
flat surface (c. 1907–25)

modernism an art movement of the twentieth century that made 
a self-conscious break with art traditions

paBLo pICaSSo

Visit the official Pablo 
Picasso website.

Portrait of  
Dora Maar 1937
oil on canvas 
92 × 65 cm
© PAINTING / Alamy
© Pablo Picasso /
Succession Picasso.
Licensed by Viscopy, 
2013.
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hIStorICaL StUDY
Picasso was a typical modernist artist in his striving to be original, to invent 
new styles and to find new ways of expressing his ideas. He is perhaps best 
known for his involvement in Cubism, which showed fragmented objects, 
combined different viewpoints and used angular, almost geometrical shapes. 
In his early Cubist stage (Analytical) he restricted his colours to shades of 
brown and grey, dissecting his objects and melding them into the background 
while he concentrated on his new approach to painting. His art work on the 
previous page has influences of his early Cubism style but incorporates the 
expressive colours and angles that he also used in Weeping Woman, as well 
as hints of surrealism.

This painting is of his lover Dora Maar, a surrealist photographer. He has 
used different viewpoints: the pose suggests a profile, yet all of Maar’s facial 
features stretch across her face, the multiple viewpoints being fused into one 
face. The eyes gaze straight at the viewer, thus creating an emotional intensity. 
There is distortion but the figure is quite distinct from the background, a tight 
white corner which has been scratched back into to reveal brightly coloured 
areas below. We can see that Picasso was in love with her by the way he has 
paid attention to such details as her long nails, hairstyle and elegant neck. 
The work shows not just how he saw her sitting in a chair but a combined 
view of different aspects of her as he has lovingly studied her face-on as well 
as in profile.

reSpoNDING taSkS
1 How has Picasso as a Modernist broken the traditional role of art as 

realistic representation?

2 Analyse this art work in terms of the art elements (see Introduction, 
page 19) of colour, line and texture and the principles of repetition 
and balance.

3 Imagine details of Dora Maar’s life and mood and write a short story or 
poem about her.

4 Conduct an internet image search on ‘Picasso Weeping Woman’. Analyse 
the similarities in style of this painting and the Portrait of Dora Maar.

Gustav KlIMT (1862–1918, Austrian)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

art Nouveau (c. 1890–1914) an art movement of mainly 
interior decoration, using flowing, swirling and twisting 
plant-like forms

Symbolist an artist who uses symbols to reveal a message

GUStaV kLImt

View the 
complete works of 
Gustav Klimt.

Klimt belongs to the art Nouveau period of design due to his highly ornamental, 
flowing style, and is usually termed a Symbolist. He uses ornate decorative 
elements with repeated motifs such as the spiral. His work is also distinctive 
for its richly interlaced patterns of silver and gold, and kaleidoscopic colours. 
Unlike Picasso’s woman, Klimt has used delicate curves to create the female. 
Jewel-like colours in small areas and gold are distinctive elements in his 
paintings. Klimt lived in Vienna at the crossroads of East and West, and was 
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Portrait of Adele  
Bloch‑Bauer I 1907
oil, silver and gold on canvas
140 × 140 cm
Neue Galerie, New York

inspired by a wide range of sources including Byzantine art (see page 220), 
Persian rugs and Japanese screens. Although the subject’s body has solidity 
and elegance, her dress appears flat due to the intricate patterning. 

reSpoNDING taSkS
1 What mood is created by the figure dissolving into the patterned dress 

and background?

2 Copy three areas of pattern and add a description of each.

exteNSIoN
Research Byzantine art and write a paragraph discussing how it has influenced 
Klimt’s art work.
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MAKING TAsK 4 – photography 
to capture emotion
Think of a scenario (situation) that would cause a particular 
emotion such as fear, loneliness, anger, stress, excitement, 
worry, distress. Take a photograph of a friend acting out 
this emotion. (Don’t forget to ask permission before 
taking the photograph.) As the photographer, decide if 
you need to include an object, such as a mobile phone, to 
help suggest this situation. Also decide on how you could 
crop the image to focus on the emotion as expressed 
in the facial expression and body language. Look at the 
photograph taken by Darren Sylvester as inspiration.

•	 Consider how to manipulate your photograph to 
heighten the emotion.

•	 Which Photoshop tool would you use to add 
more contrast?

•	 Which Photoshop tool would you use to change or 
brighten the colour?

Darren sYlVesTeR (b. 1974, Australian)

Form

Photography

VoCaBUL arY

globalisation the process of becoming international 
rather than national

perspex a clear plastic resin, which is soft and 
easily moved when heated

DarreN SYLVeSter

Watch an interview with 
the artist.

In My Place in the World, Darren Sylvester has created a mood of someone in 
deep thought. The restrict ed colours and body language reinforce this concept. 
Warped concentric circles overlay the image as if he is sending out his thoughts 
in an attempt to communicate. We are reminded of science fiction movies and 
cartoons where thoughts can be transmitted outwards. At first glance we may 
presume that these lines have been added digitally by using Photoshop but 
in fact Sylvester drew these lines, had them printed on perspex, curved the 
Perspex in front of his image and then took the photograph. 

artISt’S praCtICe
Darren Sylvester carefully poses his large-scale colour photographs yet they 
appear completely real. His art works generally comment on emotional states 
and relationships, in particular the influence of modern technological devices 
and globalisation’s effects on how we relate to people and sustain friendships 
and relationships in general. He carefully plans his work, deciding on lighting, 
any props and the angle of the shot, often taking up to 60 photographs before 
choosing the one to use for an exhibition. Sylvester uses minimal computer 
manipulation of his photographs. (Also see his work, page 88.)
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reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 What did you first think or feel when you saw these ‘thought rings’ on the 

photograph?

2 Read the information on Sylvester’s working methods. What does a 
photograph allow an artist to do that is more difficult in a drawing 
or painting?

3 What are some of the decisions to be made when taking a photograph?

4 Portraits are a rich source of social and cultural information. Titles 
will often give you a hint as to the artist’s intended meaning. What 
information is communicated about today’s society (for instance, values, 
influences, technology, relationships, class and age) in the photographs of 
Darren Sylvester?

5 Use the Darren Sylvester weblinks in your eBookPLUS to research other 
examples of Darren Sylvester’s works, such as Your First Love is Your Last 
Love, 2005.

Darren Sylvester
My Place in the World 2012
lightjet print
120 × 160 cm
Image courtesy the artist and 
Sullivan+Strumpf
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MAKING TAsK 5  
— stop motion animation
Create a stop motion animation on the theme of a split identity, 
showing different moods. You could work collaboratively. One person 
in your group could do the photography, two others could be the 
artists, one other could be the person in charge of the digital work. 
You could work on large paper or use a whiteboard and marker. For 
ideas on the style of line work to use, look at the faces in the art 
works of Australian contemporary artist Del Kathryn Barton (page 47) 
and Kirchner (page 49).

Consider such moods as excited versus angry, calm versus 
provocative, whimsical versus fierce, thoughtful versus frenzied, 
depressed versus excited.

proCeSS
Step 1 The aim is to draw an outline of a head, neck and shoulders 

on a whiteboard. Draw a line from top to bottom (it does not have 
to be straight). 

Write a storyboard of what you would include on each side, 
starting with the person then working outwards to include 
activities and objects. For example, what you wear, how your hair 
is combed, even your facial expression may change when you are 
in another mood or activity.

Step 2 Once you have planned what is to be drawn, have one 
person on each side adding in the details.

Photographs will need to be taken after each detail is added. Use a 
tripod or rest the camera on a support to ensure your photographs 
are not jumpy. You will need to consider taking about 14 frames 
(photographs) to create one second of your stop motion animation.

Step 3 Download your photographs into Movie Maker or a similar 
animation program.

Step 4 Now is the time for editing and decision making — consider 
the speed, title and credits and add music to help convey mood 
and meaning.

Don’t forget to write an evaluation of your finished product and 
how effectively you worked as a group.

aLterNatIVe makING taSk 5 — LINoprINt
Create a linoprint suggesting two personalities or moods of the one 
face. For the process of making a linoprint, see the Introduction 
section, page 10.
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Del Kathryn BARToN (b. 1972, Australian)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

spontaneous acting impulsively based on emotion 
rather than on careful thought or planning

vulnerable open or susceptible to hurt

DeL k athrYN BartoN

•	 View the artist’s 2008 and 2013 
Archibald Prize winning paintings. 

•	 Watch an interview with the artist.

Del Kathryn Barton combines different media and drawing and painting 
techniques to create a unique and fanciful style. In untitled girl, her line 
drawing of the face and hands is free, exploring contours and shapes rather 
than strictly outlining areas. Then she adds tonal areas with watercolour and 
ink on the face and birds. These are decorative and suggestive rather than 
realistically painted. Contrasted to these spontaneous expressive techniques 
are the graphic flat areas of paint in the dress and headscarf, reminding us 
more of the work of a fashion designer than an artist.

Del Kathryn Barton
untitled girl 2005
synthetic polymer paint, 
gouache, watercolour and ink on 
polyester canvas
120 × 86 cm
Courtesy of the artist and  
Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney
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artISt’S praCtICe
Del Kathryn Barton paints from her own imaginative world. Her paintings 
intrigue the viewer. The artist draws from her own early experiences, her 
dreams and emotions, and her role as a mother. Her Archibald-winning 
portrait in 2008 of herself with her two children is a definite statement of 
the importance of motherhood and domestic life to her. Del Kathryn Barton’s 
deep relationship with her children Kell and Aurelia has influenced her 
interest in children as a subject for her art. She paints them with sensitivity 
among delicate flowers and insects. The figures appear somewhat sad and 
vulnerable, as if lost in this imaginary world. The flat white figures contrast 
with the highly decorative, detailed background.

Her book published in 2012 and inspired by the story ‘The Nightingale 
and the Rose’ (a tale of romance, sacrifice and death) was a fitting creative 
task for someone who admits she loves old-fashioned fairytales with their 
mystery and hint of fear. Barton’s richly emotional responses are luxurious in 
detail, jewel-like in colour and highly ornamental as nature seems to come 
alive with birds and flowers taking on personalities.

Barton draws women and young children who at times appear cheeky, 
at other times lost or anxious. They often stare unnervingly with enlarged, 
soulful, very liquid eyes and red pouting lips. Black scrawled lines suggest 
the face and body while they are clothed in richly patterned materials with 
decorative touches of bows, ribbons and scarves. Animals and birds are often 
part of the painting, adding to their narrative (story-telling) quality. The 
backgrounds have highly textured and fine, beautifully patterned areas (she 
paints dots with toothpicks) thus creating a highly imaginative world. 

reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Describe how Del Kathryn Barton depicts eyes and mouths.

2 Explain her painting technique and the relationship of people to 
backgrounds.

3 Write your own analysis or description of one of her works. Try to 
incorporate at least two of the following words (you may need to look 
them up in a dictionary): luxuriant, pattern, intense, intriguing, ethereal, 
sensitive, mood, melancholic.

exteNSIoN
Del Kathryn Barton has recently created a large-format picture book of the 
fairytale The Nightingale and the Rose by Oscar Wilde, originally published 
in 1888. She especially created several large paintings inspired by his writ-
ing, which can be viewed using the Del Kathryn Barton weblink in your 
eBookPLUS. Her works are not just illustrations of the story but are imaginative, 
deeply-felt responses to his writing. What do you see as the different roles and 
relationships between writers, artists and designers in creating a book?
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ernst ludwig KIRCHNeR (1880–1938, German)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY 

expressionism a theory of art in which free expression 
of the artist’s emotional reactions is more important 
than natural or realistic representation

erNSt LUDwIG kIrChNer

View MoMA’s collection of 
works by Kirchner.

With the rise of Modernism, and the development of the camera, portraiture 
underwent drastic changes in its role of realistic representation. 

A German expressionist, Kirchner communicates the mood of anxiety in 
his art work through distortion of the face, angular planes and straight lines. 
The focus is not on making the work aesthetically pleasing, rather it is on 

Struggles  
[The Torments of Love] 1915 
colour woodblock in black,  
red and blue
33.6 × 21.4 cm
Brücke Museum, Berlin
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exposing the emotions and psyche of the subject. His is a bold approach 
with brutal black–white and colour contrasts with diagonal lines. Kirchner’s 
works are characterised by exaggerated gestures and expressions. He creates 
an emotional intensity, a feeling of tension or aggression, thus the purpose of 
portraiture has become the expression of meaning and emotional experience.

reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Which two of the following words would you choose to describe this art 

work? Use each word in a sentence to help you with your analysis.

 crisp, abstracted, linear, dynamic, fierce, exaggerated, gaze, angular, texture, 
contrast, emotive

2 How has the carving technique (direction of carving, use of lines) added 
to the mood of this print?

3 How has his use of colour reinforced the mood?

4 Consider whether the effect would have changed if he had added more 
realistic detail in the hair and clothing.

exteNSIoN 
Look at portraits by van Gogh and Kirchner. Write a comparison considering 
how van Gogh and Kirchner chose different media and techniques to explore 
emotional states. Make use of some of the graphic organisers (learning tools, 
such as a Venn diagram) in the Introduction section to help you plan.

MAKING TAsK 6 — painting 
Copy a colour photograph from a magazine to extend your 
colour-mixing and observational skill. If you wish, you could complete 
just half a face. See the work of Annette Bezor (below) and complete 
the questions that follow.

Annette BeZoR (b. 1950, Australian)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

idealised presented in an ideal form, without imperfections
stereotype an oversimplified and conventional idea or image, 

used to label or define
stylised a simplified style or form, often to achieve an effect 

rather than being true to life

aNNette Bezor

Visit the 
artist’s website.

artISt’S praCtICe
Subject matter — meaning/intention

Annette Bezor’s works are an investigation of values, expectations and 
representations of women from different times and cultures. She often 
contrasts women from the past with images from popular culture, stylising 
them into perfected faces. She challenges us to identify the stereotypes 
from advertising, films and decorative art to consider the female’s loss of 
identity due to the demands of society. Her idealised faces with their smooth 
unblemished skin mock the superficiality of our consumer world.
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Technique

Bezor is a highly skilled painter, whether it is at softly blending tone, or 
creating a sense of the softness and solidity of flesh, the liquid reflection of 
eyes, the transparency or rich lushness of fabric or the detail required to paint 
hair. She works in oil paint and on a large scale but her brushstrokes are 
hardly noticeable except perhaps in the cracks in the lips or lines of eyelashes. 
Yet Bezor is not content to paint just realistic portraits; she constantly pushes 
her subject, often working in doubles or seemingly mirror images and 
experiment ing with technique. She makes subtle distortions or changes to her 
faces on her computer, sometimes stretching them or making them seem more 
exotic, before painting them. At times they hint at the pulling, stretching and 
smoothing achieved by plastic surgery. The faces are generally tightly cropped, 
thus take up most of the space of the huge canvas. Unusual, strong colours 
add to the sense of artificiality. In some of her works she achieves a textured 
background by sanding back layers and repainting or using scanned images 
from a computer.

reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Write your own description of one of Bezor’s art works. You might like to 

use some of the following words: 

 slick, disjointed, flowing, lush, exotic, perfected, disturbing, overlapping, 
transparent.

2 How do her portraits differ from those of one other portrait artist of 
your choice? 

3 Discuss in an essay how the purpose of portraiture has changed over 
time. Use examples from this unit to illustrate your viewpoint.

Annette Bezor
Crossings 2007
oil on canvas
85 × 97 cm
© Annette Bezor
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U NI t  2

THe FIGURe — representing society
Along with the human face, the human figure is a source of inspiration for 
artists and sculptors. Here the artist is concerned with not just the face as 
in a portrait but with an appreciation and representation of body shape and 
postures. This preoccupation with the human figure or form dates from 
earliest times as people, particularly artists, tried to make sense of what it 
means to be human.

GettING StarteD
Before you begin figure drawing it is helpful to consider what the ‘ideal 
proportions’ of the figure are. These ‘rules’ were devised during the ancient 
Greek times by Polykleitos (see below).

•	 Draw from life a person in the position of the figure in the sculpture by 
Polykleitos on page 53. Move around the figure and draw it from several 
viewpoints. To see how the figure moves, use the Wooden doll weblink in 
your eBookPLUS to look at an animation of a wooden doll.

•	 Create a sculpture of a figure in action. Suggested materials to use are wire 
and wax; wire and plaster; wire and wire mesh, wire and sticky tape, or clay.

PolYKleITos (c. fifth century BCe, Greek)

Form

Sculpture

VoCaBUL arY

contrapposto sculpture of the human body in which shoulders 
and chest are turned slightly one way, hips and legs another

idealised presented in a perfect or ideal form, without 
imperfections

in the round describes a three-dimensional sculpture that you 
can view from all sides

naturalism relaxed, realistic depiction

poLYkLeItoS

Watch a video on 
how Polykleitos 
posed his statue.

In the following work, we have a sculpture in the round of a nude male in a 
relaxed pose, with his weight on one foot while the other knee is bent. He is 
a youth with an athletic, well-proportioned body. The feeling created by the 
sculpture is one of calm. There is no emotion on the face.

hIStorICaL StUDY
Polykleitos belonged to the Classical style of Greek art, often called the 
Golden Age of Greek art. At this stage the Greek sculptors achieved mastery 
over all technical aspects of sculpture. They created relaxed figures of ideal 
physical beauty and correct anatomy. The sculptures thus appear perfected 
or idealised. Polykleitos developed a system or series of rules for representing 
the human body. He stated that the head should be one-seventh of the figure’s 
height. The foot should be three times the length of the palm of the hand. 
The length of the leg from the foot to the knee and the distance between the 
knee and the centre of the abdomen should be six times that of the palm 
of the hand.
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The figures often had their weight on one foot, thereby raising one hip 
and dropping a shoulder (an S-bend). When this weight shift causes a slight 
turn to the body it is generally termed contrapposto. This technique was later 
adopted by the Renaissance artists. To the Greeks, physical perfection was a 
link with the gods. Athletics was a favourite pastime, with competitive games 
taking place as part of religious festivals. Of these, the most important was 
the Olympic Games, held at Olympia every four years in honour of Zeus 
(God of the heavens and father of all the gods and goddesses). Sport was 
also considered important training for warfare. Greek sculptors were moving 
towards naturalism, but they were less interested in individuals than in a 
universal way of representation. Thus all young men at the time were portrayed 
as tall, slender, perfectly proportioned, firm and 
muscular, and the young women as sturdy and 
healthy. They all appear serene and relaxed.

The naturalism of Greek art was not suited 
to the aims and ideals of medieval art (see 
Byzantine mosaics, page 220). Naturalism was to 
re-emerge during the period of the Renaissance 
(see Raphael).

reSpoNDING taSkS
1 Stand in the position of the figure in the 

sculpture, then describe how you feel.

2 Athletes performed in the Olympic Games 
in the nude. What effect do you think that 
would have had on their ideas of nudity? 
How might it have influenced what they 
considered to be the perfect human figure?

3 List three characteristics of Classical Greek 
sculpture.

4 In what ways is Greek sculpture a reflection 
of the beliefs, values and lifestyle of the 
ancient Greeks?

exteNSIoN
Look at the work of Renaissance sculptor 
Donatello. What similarities or differences are 
there to Greek art?

Doryphorus c. fifth century BCE
Roman marble copy of  

a lost Greek bronze by Polykleitos
Museo Nazionale, Naples
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RAPHAel (1483–1520, Italian)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

foreshortening drawing/painting technique in which 
parts of the body that are closer to the viewer 
appear larger, and limbs appear shorter

philosophy the search for knowledge and wisdom
symmetrical describes an image in which each side 

has equal weight and equal balance

raphaeL

See other paintings by Raphael 
in the collection of the National 
Gallery in London.

Raphael reflects his world, conveying to the viewer a sense of peace, calmness 
and harmony. His art works were highly respected at the time as creations of 
a master painter, and as objects of beauty.

In The School of Athens we see various groups of figures in a large area of 
a classical building. The painting is symmetrically balanced, with the central 
arches and the figures fairly evenly divided on each side. This creates a sense 
of harmony and unity. The main arch helps to hold the painting together, 
creating a feeling of balance. The architecture cleverly leads the eye back in 
space to a central focal point; and the pattern on the floor joins in the middle.

Even though there are some sixty figures in this painting in various 
positions, there is still a sense of order and naturalness. Raphael has used 
the method of foreshortening that was being experimented with in the Early 
Renaissance. Raphael also displays his knowledge of anatomy. The figures are 
alive and animated with emotion; they bend, twist, think and converse with 
others. Each is an individual.

The School of Athens 1509–11
wall fresco 
579 × 807 cm
Signature Room, Vatican, Rome
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hIStorICaL StUDY
Raffaello Sanzio (Raphael) is a typical High Renaissance artist. His work 
reveals the main characteristics of this style, these being:

•	 a feeling of harmony and balance

•	 calmness and serenity

•	 an ideal world without imperfections

•	 an understanding of perspective, resulting in the creation of deep space

•	 an understanding of the proportions of the human figure.

Raphael was born in Urbino. In about 1504 he went to Florence, then in 
1508 on to Rome, the centre of High Renaissance art. In Rome, at the age of 
twenty-five, he was asked by Pope Julius II to decorate the papal rooms in the 
Vatican. Raphael worked in one part of the Vatican, in the Signature Room, 
at the same time as Michelangelo was working on the Sistine Chapel, which 
is also part of the Vatican.

The School of Athens actually symbolises philosophy and the search for truth. 
Raphael has depicted Greek philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle. Greek 
philosophy was a strong influence on Renaissance thought.

Raphael’s work reflects the ideas, beliefs, achievements and society of its 
time. He is also known for his tender, peaceful paintings of the Madonna 
that reflect a sense of grace and beauty. He painted more than 100 Madonna 
paintings. He was a popular, well-liked artist in his time and, as a result, 
quite wealthy.

reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Explain how Raphael has used light in 

The School of Athens.

2 How has Raphael shown a sense of 
depth or distance?

3 Explain the composition (the 
arrangement or organisation) in 
relationship to both the positioning of 
the figures and the architecture.

exteNSIoN
Discuss the development of naturalism 
in Renaissance painting by referring 
to the work of Giotto, Masaccio 
and Raphael.

The Aldobrandini Madonna c. 1510
oil on wood panel

38 × 32 cm
The National Gallery, London
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MAKING TAsK 1 — photomedia
Have three of your classmates copy the positions of three of the figures 
in The School of Athens. Pose them in their own clothes and in a 
contemporary setting. (They could be on the steps of your school hall or 
outside a building in the city perhaps.) 

This activity should help you understand the Post-modern method of 
appropriation. Appropriation is the taking of images from past art works 
and putting them in a new context to alter their meaning. (See how 
Alasdair Macintyre appropriates The School of Athens as well as other 
past art works in his work, pages 253–4.)

exteNSIoN 
Look at the work by Daniel Crooks (pages 274–5) and Shaun Gladwell 
(page 276) for inspiration. Then use the Storm Sequence weblink in 
your eBookPLUS to watch Shaun Gladwell’s Storm Sequence.

As a group, video the movement of people within the school. 
Concentrate on filming students going in and out of doorways to 
classrooms and up and down stairs. Experiment with slowing down the 
time or speeding up the action. Add a soundtrack.

MAKING TAsK 2 — drawing
Complete a figure drawing, using students as models. These could be 
overlaid and developed into expressive line work or used as stencils. 
Areas could be in-filled with recycled, sustainable materials such as 
fragments of fabric or wallpaper/wrapping paper. Use an overlapping 
silhouette approach to figure areas. Be inspired by the work of 
Neil Haddon.

Use the Sally Smart weblink in your eBookPLUS to research art works 
by Sally Smart, particularly her use of silhouette figures.

Neil HADDoN (b. 1967, British/Australian)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

motif a distinct element or image
narrative story or sequence of events
schematic using a plan or diagram 

NeIL haDDoN

See Neil Haddon at work in 
his studio.

artISt’S praCtICe
Neil Haddon creates large works which are his interpretation of the urban 
environment. He creates a schematic pictorial account of narratives. From 
childhood experience of reading poems and novels, and making his own 
interpretations that were often not the ‘accepted’ meaning, he wishes to create 
narratives that are open to multiple meanings. In our present world of easy 
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access to information and bombardment of ‘facts’, Haddon questions that 
‘truth’ has become too easy to accept.

In keeping with what he observes and experiences around him, an urban 
landscape of cars, signs and buildings, Haddon’s choice of media is aluminium 
as a base, and high gloss enamel paint. He first prepares his surface with 
coats of gloss black that will remain as an underlying dramatic element in his 
paintings. Putting on a breathing apparatus for safety, he applies cut strips, 
shapes and stencils using masking film before he begins manipulating the 
surface with a sanding machine. He uses an overhead projector to decide on 
image placement. Then using a compressor and spray gun, he applies colour. 
Masking is important as he adds more detail. Shadow images of figures 
predominate in his paintings but nature also has a place. Poppies, which 
are grown in Tasmania for the making of analgesics for the pharmaceutical 
industry, are also a common motif. There is a feeling of vitality and freshness 
to his work.

Neil Maddon has been a teacher at the Tasmanian School of Art since 1999 
and has won the Sulman Prize at the Art Gallery of NSW as well as teaching 
in Spain and exhibiting in Los Angeles.

To see other works by the artist, use the Neil Haddon weblink in your 
eBookPLUS.

Neil Haddon
The First Time 2011
partially abraded high 
gloss enamel and 
oil paint on 
aluminium panel
170 × 150 cm
Image courtesy the 
artist and dianne 
tanzer gallery + 
projects, Melbourne
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reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Discuss the visual qualities of Neil Haddon’s work.

2 Assess the importance of Haddon’s choice of materials and working 
methods to his resulting works.

3 What is Haddon’s viewpoint on the subject of his paintings?

MAKING TAsK 3 — drawing
proCeSS
Step 1 Research a social or political issue that 

you have read about in the newspaper or heard 
in the news in recent weeks. Alternatively, 
research a social issue of concern to you 
personally or of concern to youth in general.

Step 2 Organise your data and create charts, 
graphs, tables or key words to communicate 
your information.

Step 3 Decide on key imagery.

Step 4 Experiment with different implements to 
create lines before you begin, such as twigs or 
eye droppers.

Step 5 Work in a drawing medium of your choice, 
such as charcoal or ink, on large sheets of paper 
to create a series of works with influence from 
street art such as Banksy (page 60) and Basquiat 
(page 236) and the work of Locust Jones 
(page 59).

Step 6 Consider ways of strengthening the visual 
impact, such as adding background detail or 
balancing large areas of black with smaller 
white spaces.

Step 7 Text (words) could help you strengthen 
your meaning. Consider also using some 
overlays with stencils, as Haddon and Banksy 
(pages 56 and 60) do, to resolve your drawings 
and create a unity or narrative between 
different drawings.

exteNSIoN
You could work in small groups to create an 
installation on the same issue or consider 
exhibiting a class group installation within a public 
space at your school.

Use the Making task 3 document in your 
eBookPLUS to write a self-reflection on your 
process and work upon completion.

Student art work:  
Anxiety in a cityscape,  

ink and acrylic on canvas by 
Emily Wright, Year 10
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locust JoNes (b. 1963, New Zealander)

Form

Drawing

VoCaBUL arY

installation an art work created for a particular 
site or art gallery, creating a complete 
environment in itself

LoCUSt JoNeS

View other works by the artist.

Locust Jones
Detail Fukushima 
and the World 
Today (top) 2011
ink on paper
115 × 1000 cm
Detail Geronimo 
2011
ink on paper
115 × 1100 cm
Courtesy: The 
artist and DOMINIK 
MERSCH GALLERY

artISt’S praCtICe
Locust Jones’s recent work uses gestural drawing methods of expressive black 
line balanced with filled in black shapes, working in an installation format. 
His work comments on world political issues informed from his extensive 
travels, challenging the viewer to have an opinion. Rolls of paper undulate 
along the walls and large fitness balls covered in drawings hang from the 
ceiling. He works from a range of media sources such as Guardian Weekly, 
Harpers and National Geographic, often using one of their headlines as his 
inspiration, as well as TV and internet sources. 

Locust Jones’s working method spontaneously uses a variety of implements 
— from Japanese bamboo to horse tranquilliser syringes. His drawings are 
lively, with a hint of cartoon imagery. Buildings from war-torn cities, riot 
police, volcanoes, trains and soldiers all seem to collide with each other 
to create a rich narrative of society, commenting on such issues as climate 
change, the war in Iraq and the greed of the global financial industry.

reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Jones’s images or scenes tend to blend into each other. What effect does 

this have?

2 Why is art such as that of Locust Jones more powerful as a comment on 
contemporary politics than, for example, a news item on television or an 
article in a newspaper?

3 Analyse his work in terms of line, balance, pattern and direction.
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BANKsY (Birthdate and real name unconfirmed, British)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

notoriety wide, but unfavourable, fame
subversive trying to undermine or cause the 

downfall of something established

BaNkSY

Visit the artist’s website.

artISt’S praCtICe
The work of street artist Banksy is immensely popular. This popularity is aided 
by the fact that no-one knows exactly who he is, although there have been 
recent rumours and allegations as to his identity. The current claim is that he is 
Robin Cunningham, born in Bristol in 1974, but this has not been confirmed 
by his agent. Banksy has been branding public spaces with his distinctive, 
comical and, at times, biting comments on society and the art world for over 
a decade. He has gained particular notoriety in the last five years. His wall 
murals, which some councils considered acts of vandalism and painted over, 
only to be repainted by Banksy, are now starting to be valued and protected. 
Apart from his graffiti-style stencil street art, he has also performed ‘stunts’ on 
the art world such as hanging a grinning Mona Lisa in the Louvre. His works 
are political and at times subversive, acting always as a social commentary.

Banksy’s works are distinctive for his stencilling technique and dark 
humour. By creating intricate hand-cut stencils from acetate or card, he is 
able to work quickly and overlap colour and text to suit the secretive nature 
of his art. His political comments include anti-war, anti-capitalism and 
anti-imperialism, and his comments on the human condition cover greed, 
poverty, hypocrisy, boredom, despair, alienation and absurdity. Images of 
children and rats feature in his work.

reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Conduct an internet image search for Banksy. Choose two of his art works 

and write an analysis of each, giving your interpretation of their meaning.

2 Use the GhostPatrol weblink in your eBookPLUS to look at the work of 
Miso and GhostPatrol.

Photograph of a Banksy work  
on a wall in Portobello Road, 

Notting Hill, London
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Baden PAIlTHoRPe (b. 1984, Australian)

Form

Video/ 
multimedia

VoCaBUL arY

appropriation the copying of past art, changing its 
context and therefore its meaning

mesmerising completely holding the attention of 
the viewer

remixing the practice of using digital technology to 
re-fashion or remake something

BaDeN paILthorpe

View other works by the artist.

artISt’S praCtICe
Pailthorpe investigates politics and the aesthetics of the military and associated 
technologies.

In his 2012 exhibition Formations, he created three video and new media art 
works by remixing Hollywood cinema and manipulating US military training 
simulators. Formations, repetitions and loss of individuality within organised 
societies such as the military are some of his concerns. We are reminded of 
miltary strategies such as deception, camouflage and confusing the enemy. As 
technological advances are often invented and employed by the forces, it is 
appropriate that he uses this media as his method of communication.

In Halo 2012, a US soldier and a Taliban fighter free-fall over Afghanistan — it 
refers to a military skydive but its gracefulness also makes us think of spirituality.

Formation VII involves military marching, but, through Pailthorpe’s 
manipulation, the lines of soldiers have become poetic and mesmerising, 
walking through a simulated landscape. The formation is almost a machine-
like organism that winds its way, joins and fragments.

MAKING TAsK 4 —  
drawing, painting or photography
Clothing can be an indicator of personality or lifestyle, or a means of 
belonging, or may suggest the frailty of humanity or the loss or absence 
of someone. Draw, paint or photograph an item of clothing or someone 
dressed in a particular style to express one of these ideas. Consider 
the position of the piece of clothing, viewpoint and means of display (if 
on a hanger, in a box or discarded) to help communicate your meaning. 
Consider such ‘cult’ clothing as that of bikers, Goths or the youth of 
Harajuku, Japan. You might like to look to such artists as Margaret 
Atkins for further inspiration.

exteNSIoN 
Photograph a series of people in uniforms from behind, concentrating 
on the jackets, boots or hats, so that the audience has to guess 
what the person would look like. This emphasises how people lose 
individuality once they take on a particular role in a uniform. Try unusual 
viewpoints. You may consider uniforms worn by ambulance officers, 
military or security personnel, or even hospitality staff.
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Very Few Good Men involves the appropriation of classic military film. 
Pailthorpe has remixed Marine Corps drills to create an almost abstract work 
of uniforms and camouflage.

Digital manipulation has resulted in the serious, esteemed subject of flags, 
uniforms and medals being reduced to repetitive patterns similar to what is 
seen looking through a kaleidoscope. Order associated with the military has 
been re-interpreted.

To find more examples of his videos, use the Baden Pailthorpe weblink in 
your eBookPLUS to go to his website. 

reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Conduct an internet search to find and view Baden Pailthorpe’s Formation 

(difference and repetition) 2011 video. Discuss how he interprets the 
themes of repetition and difference in the military situation.

2 Discuss why a video is a more effective medium to use than a painting or 
a photograph for this artist.

3 How might art work that remixes existing film and video images 
using digital technology be a good means of making a social or 
political comment?

Baden Pailthorpe
Very Few Good Men 2012
HD video, 16:9
colour, sound, 2 minutes
ed. 5 + 2 AP
Courtesy of the artist and 
Martin Browne Contemporary
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U NI t  3

THe FIGURe — fur ther approaches
The human figure exists and functions in many contexts, both concrete and 
abstract. Artists often choose to portray more abstract representations of the 
human figure to express concepts or ideas. To do this, they experiment with 
techniques and media to confront the viewer and challenge them to consider 
new meanings. 

GettING StarteD
Draw the outline of a foot from the ankle down. Now add real-
istic detail and shading to parts of the shoe or toes.

Student art work: drawing by Mia Montesin, Year 9

laith McGReGoR (b. 1977, Australian)

Form

Drawing

VoCaBUL arY

quirkiness oddness or unusualness, unconventionality

LaIth mcGreGor

Watch an interview with 
the artist.

artISt’S praCtICe
Laith McGregor works in a realistic drawing style but uses an untraditional 
medium, the everyday biro pen. He builds up tone in a methodical, 
time-consuming process of adding fine lines. He is also able to suggest 
different textures and patterns. The ‘characters’ of his portrait drawings 
combine factual details from personal family histories, fictional hero worship 
and the subconscious dream world. Some drawings are less realistic than 
others, such as those with oversized beards or facial hair that turns into other 
worlds. Popular culture items such as thongs, baseball caps and motorbikes 
are part of his subject matter. His art works make us think about identity, 
disguise and how we present ourselves to the world. He has created an 

MAKING TAsK 1 — drawing
Create a series of drawings concentrating on hair and 
how adornments in hair can suggest personality. Draw 
the subject from behind so that the face is not part of 
the drawing. You could add humour by having unexpected 
objects stuck in the hair. You may like to work in biro like 
Laith McGregor (see the following artist). 

Alternatively you could concentrate on the face, leaving the 
hair as a negative space. Use areas of a drawing as blank 
spaces to enrich the meaning.
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individual style not just through his choice of drawing medium but also by 
the quirkiness of his subjects and compositions.

reSpoNDING taSk
1 Conduct a YouTube search for an interview with the artist Laith 

McGregor as well as watching the video interview on your eBookPLUS 
(see page 63). Write three things you learnt about his artist’s practice.

2 Explain how it is more intriguing or non-traditional to have empty spaces 
in the drawings. 

3 How does his drawing style affect the viewer?

4 What effect does the use of different colours have?

5 Try drawing using a biro. What are the advantages and challenges of 
this medium?

Laith McGregor
Untitled (Swami 4) 2011

biro and perforations on paper
102.5 × 65.5 cm

Image courtesy the artist and 
Sullivan+Strumpf
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sopheap PICH (b. 1971, Cambodian) 

Form

Sculpture

VoCaBUL arY

Buddha the teacher (c. sixth century BCE) who 
developed the philosophy known as Buddhism

Sopheap pICh

Visit the artist’s website.

artISt’S praCtICe
The sculptures of Sopheap Pich, although making reference to the body (in 
this case the body of Buddha), are almost abstract in their simplicity and use 
of the pattern of the weaving or basketry craft process. Through his use of 
rattan and bamboo as his materials, he relates to the traditional craft, culture 
and history of Cambodia, yet as art his works are quite contemporary in 

MAKING 
TAsK 2 — 
sculpture
Construct a section of 
the body in wire or cane, 
or do a body cast using 
plastic wrap or sticky 
tape. (Wrap a part of the 
body in plastic, then wrap 
with wide sticky tape, 
cut and re-join with more 
sticky tape.) Look at the 
work of Sopheap Pich for 
inspiration.

Sopheap Pich
Buddha (from ‘1979’ series) 2009
Rattan, wire, dye
Installed dimensions;  
220 × 110 × 30 cm
Collection: QAGOMA
Photo by Vandy Rattana
Queensland Art Gallery Collection
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approach. By making the figure hollow and letting the figures unravel, we 
are enticed into making our own interpretations. The sculptures represent 
a cross between Sopheap Pich’s Cambodian upbringing (he fled Cambodia 
in 1979) and his experience of contemporary art while living and studying 
in the United States. He returned to Cambodia in 2002. Much of his work 
focuses on current changes in Cambodian society, including health and 
social problems.

artISt’S StatemeNt
Relying on intuition, process and natural materials as a way to create 
forms that allude to different ideas is central to the pain and pleasure of 

my art making.”

reSpoNDING taSkS
1 Write your own interpretation of this art work. You may like to include 

some of the following words and phrases: flowing lines, restrained detail, 
swell and contract, linear shadows, empty spaces, traditional craft.

2 How is Buddha a contemporary piece of art that reflects 
Cambodian culture?

3 Why do you think Pich uses simple materials such as rattan, bamboo 
and metal wire, manipulating them with razor blades, knives, axes or a 
blowtorch?

exteNSIoN 
Investigate social and political changes in Cambodia around 1979 when 
Sopheap Pich fled the country. How might these have had an impact on the 
viewpoint in his later work?

MAKING TAsK 3 
— photomedia
Take a series of photographs of people 
through patterned surfaces. These surfaces 
could be household objects, such as lattices 
or blinds. Alternatively, you could create your 
own surfaces by cutting out patterns/shapes 
in paper to cast shadows suggesting tattoos 
or cultural rituals. Other shadows such as 
branches or leaves from nature could be used. 
You may like to manipulate your photographs 
using Photoshop. Use the weblinks in your 
eBookPLUS to see the black and white 
(gelatin silver) photographs with strong 
shadows by Olive Cotton and Max Dupain and 
the work of the contemporary artist Juan Ford 
(see the following page) for inspiration.

You can use Photoshop to superimpose patterns 
onto your photograph.
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Juan FoRD (b. 1973, Australian)

Form

Painting

VoCaBUL arY

heidelberg an Australian art movement of the late 
nineteenth century, named after a suburb of 
Melbourne where the artists worked

JUaN ForD

Visit the artist’s website.

artISt’S praCtICe
Juan Ford paints in a highly realistic style, focusing on Australian flora. Gum 
trees and native plants have been part of a long tradition of Australian art, 
from heidelberg artists Arthur Streeton and Tom Roberts (see pages 257–9) to 
Modernist Margaret Preston (see pages 176–8). 

Juan Ford depicts Australian flora in a contemporary world, seen in 
Negative Space 2 as shadows on a figure. In other paintings, natural items such 
as branches are partly wrapped in red packing tape or dribbled with paint, 
turning them into more of a sculpture than a living thing. His art works make 
us consider the often uncomfortable connection between the environment 
and society.

reSpoNDING taSkS 
1 Why do you think Ford has decided to create this as a painting rather 

than a photograph?

Juan Ford
Negative Space 2 2007
oil on linen
25 × 25 cm
Image courtesy the artist 
and Sullivan+Strumpf
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MAKING TAsK 4  
— digital media 
Pain, injury and exhaustion may occur in the effort to 
achieve sporting honours. Consider the repetitive nature 
of training and consequences on the body as subject 
matter for art making.

Create a series of photographs or a video. Concentrate 
on a section of the body and an unusual viewpoint; for 
example, the impact of feet on a gymnast’s bar, feet 
poised on the edge of a diving board, hands on a cricket 
bat or a gymnast’s ring, or the tension and movement of 
muscles on backs across a range of sports or dance.

Don’t forget to ask for permission before you 
photograph or video anyone.

MAKING TAsK 5 
— photography 
Take a series of photographs to 
communicate the concept of medals, 
cups and how humans collect objects 
in recognition of success. Consider 
also the methods of display. This task 
could also link to medals and souvenirs 
of war. You may want to visit the PE or 
History department for guidance and 
inspiration. 

MAKING TAsK 6  
— painting: sport/figures in movement
proCeSS
Step 1 Manipulate the surface of your paper by 

using wedges of cardboard or sponges to apply 
a textural surface using tones of two colours.

Step 2 Over the surface, draw figures engaged in 
a sporting activity, using black or white ink. Try to 
create a sense of movement by using diagonal 
directions.

Step 3 Experiment with acrylic mediums such as 
Flow, Extender or Binder to create transparent 
paint that can be used to infill some areas. 
Remember if you add white to your colour it 

will increase the opacity and you will not be 
able to see the textured surface you created 
underneath.

Step 4 Add your figures in lines on top — try 
white or black ink.

Step 5 Don’t forget to make decisions as you 
go — you do not have to ‘fill in’ all areas. Make 
sure you balance your areas of ink line and 
painted areas.

Step 6 Use the Making task 6 document in your 
eBookPLUS to write a self-reflection when you 
have finished your art work.

ReflecTion
Consider what you have learnt in this chapter about the 
proportions of the figure and how it can represent different 
ideas, emotions and conventions. Review the varied media in 
which artists have worked to represent their human subjects. 
Think about what skills and knowledge you have learnt through 
your own art‑making and in responding to the different 
featured art works. What learning goals can you set yourself for 
the future? 
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